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Vertical Blinds

Vertical Blinds are commonly used to cover sliding doors 
and large windows. They provide complete privacy when 
closed but can be easily rotated to allow some light in or 
a complete view outside. Available in a wide range of 
materials, colours and fabrics, vertical blinds are a great 
practicaland stylish window furnishing option.

Recess Vertical Blind

Vertical blind face �tted will cover an area larger than the 
window itself and the brackets are �tted to the 
window/architrave frame.

A Measure the exact width of the architrave and then 
add 60-100mm on both sides. The additional width you 
ad is entirely optional. This is intended to increase the 
privacy and light control. 

B Measure the drop from the top from the top of the 
architrave to where you want the blind to �nish. We 
recommend 10mm o� the �oor or 50-100mm below the 
frame. Make sure that you don’t have any obstructions.

Recess Vertical Blind

Depth Required: You will need a depth of 135mm for 
the blind to �t neatly inside the recess for 127mm slats 
and 97mm depth for 89mm slats. If you don’t have 
enough depth we recommend using a Face Fit.

A Measure the exact width within the window frame at 
the top, middle and bottom. Record the smallest 
measurement to ensure the blind �ts within the recess.  

B Measure the drop from the top of the inside recess to 
the base of the inside sill at the left, middle and right 
hand side. Record the smallest measurement to ensure 
the blind �ts within the recess.

50-100 mm below frame

10mm o� �oor

Floor

A
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Important: Do not make any deductions on a recess �t, as our factory will do this to ensure a perfect �t.



Essential Measuring Tips

1.  Always use a metal tape measure 
2. Always write down your measurements indicating which is width and drop. Take extra care to ensure you  
 don’t reverse them.
3.  Double check all your measurements. We don’t refund or replace items due to inaccurate measurements.
4. There is no need to shorten your measurement to allow for clearance. We’ll take that into account. All we need 
 from you is the exact measurement.
5. We require all measurements in millimeters.
6.
 perfectly.
7. If you have any questions don’t hesitate calling us on 1300 918 390 between 9am and 9pm Mon to Fri or 
 10am to 5pm Sat & Sun. Our customer service team is more then happy to help.
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